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ABSTRACT 

In this paper, a Reaction-Diffusion model has been studied using numerical method and finite 

element package (COMSOL). Traveling wave solutions for this model have been found and 

compared in the above methods. The case of fast diffusion and slow reaction is considered, 

and it was shown a good agreement between the solutions in both methods. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Reaction-Diffusion equations have been studied widely in the field of mathematics, in order to 

describe some phenomena in the real life, see [1, 2, 9, and 10]. The travelling wave solutions are 

the interested solutions which can be studied in this type or model of equations (see foe example 

[4-8]). The travelling wave is a wave that moves with constant speed and without changes of its 

shape. It connects stable steady states to other states. 

The reaction-Diffusion system is studied here, 

 

 

 

 

Where   and are the reaction terms and the rests of are 

diffusion terms,  amd  are positive. When , the equation of has a 

slow reaction and fast diffusion.  
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In section 2, we use a finite difference method to solve (1) and find the traveling wave solutions, 

in section 3, we use COMSOL finite element method package to solve the reaction diffusion 

system and compare it to the numerical method in section 2. We conclude in section 4. In what 

follows, we will assume  

Spatially Uniform Solutions  

The spatially uniform solutions are the solutions of (1) without diffusion, i.e. 

 

 

These solutions make so that the clear solutions are , 

and the solutions of the algebraic equation , u=g(w). A simple graph of   and  

show that there is only one coexistence equilibrium point or intersection point, say 

  as shown in Fig. (1). this is true, since  is a line and it intersects with 

the curve  in only one point since  is positive as we assumed in the beginning. 

 

Figure 1: The plot of   and shows only one intersections points in maximum, 

when . 
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        The stability of the steady states can be found using Jacobean as following, 

 

 

 

The roots at the steady state are , therefore there is a saddle-node bifurcation 

at this point. The Jacobean at is 

 

The roots are . Thus the steady state  is a saddle point when , and a 

stable node when . The stability of the coexistence steady state can be deduced from the 

stability of the previous two steady states.  In figure (1) at the left top, the plot shows the steady 

states   ,   and  .  Since  in figure (1), then   is a saddle point and 

therefore is stable. We will focus on the case of the traveling wave solutions, which 

connects the stable steady state to . 

Numerical methods 

In this section we solve (1) numerically. A semi-implicit finite difference method provides a 

sufficiently accurate numerical solution since it is unconditionally stable. An implicit method is 

used to discretise the diffusion operator. For the non linear reaction part we use an explicit 

method. Finite difference method can be derived using Taylor series expansion and 

, where  is the step size of  . The discretization equation of (1) is 
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 ,  

 , 

These equations simplify to give us 

 , 

 , 

where . The domain of solution  is divided into  discrete equally spaced 

points , where  and . The length of domain  

should be much larger than , when  to capture the travelling wave solutions. The 

initial conditions are  and . The boundary conditions are no 

flux Neumann boundary,  at , which are imposed using three point formula 

(this is a second order accuracy stable). 

 ,                                         

.                            2.1 

From discretization we get a system of algebraic equations which can be written in the form 

                                                                              2.2 

 

 

 , 
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In the case of  

 

 

 

 ,                

 

The initial condition that is used for solving (2.1) and (2.2) are, 

 

 

 

 

We solve the linear system (2.2) and (2.3) at each time step using the backslash operator in 

MATLAB.  

III. Results and Discussion: 

The numerical solutions of the algebraic system (2.2) are found using MATLAB codes. The 

travelling wave solutions in Fig. 1 shows that when  the travelling wave moves faster than 

when  Also in , the hump is much sharper when  The travelling wave solutions are 

also found for this system using COMSOL, the finite element package (for more details about 
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COMSOL see [3]) as shown in Fig. (3-4). A comparison between these results in the two 

methods has shown first in Fig. (5). In conclusion, from these figures it’s clear that there are 

excellent agreements between the results in both methods. 

 

Figure 2: Travelling wave solution of (1) for different values of  from numerical solutions. 

. 

 

Figure 3: Travelling wave solution of (1) for  from finite element method (COMSOL). 
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.  

Figure 4: Travelling wave solution of (1) for  from finite element method 

(COMSOL).

 

 

Figure 5: Comparison between the travelling wave solutions of (1) for  from numerical 

finite element solutions. . 
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CONCLUSION 

We have studied a system of Reaction-Diffusion equations with fast diffusion and slow 

reaction. It was shown than for small , the wave moves slower and the humps in  decreases 

as   decreases. The travelling wave solutions for small  are agreed in both methods. 
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